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The boxes seem to be located arbitrarily. Sections within the thesis are clearly separated in a consistent way,
as are sections within each chapter. FAQ Q: What is the issue with ligatures? As of , these are: lccaps. You
can make this local configuration a global configuration, when you put it at the right place. Do not change
them or do exactly know what you are doing. There is this -shell-escape warning. Q: Overleaf complains about
missing. The thesis boasts a professional look which is immediately obvious from the title page itself and
carries through the design of the rest of the document. The bulk of the thesis will then focus around the
methods and results of the research performed, followed by a discussion on how the results add to the field in
general. If you want to add more packages, configure it there. Using the command line For debugging, it
might be better to use the command line for latexing. The text of the template expertly describes the logic
behind the template and then moves on to an overview of the template structure and how it is split into
directories and files. Q: Do I have to do something special for the final version? Although LaTeX-Workshop
supports magic comments , it currently does not work reliably. Select the excel chart you want to use. Q: I
cannot get minted to run. Remove empty space of the created PDF page with pdfcrop chart. A ligature is the
joining of letters to look better. TeX program If you included some version control statements, please remove
them. Install the cm-super package using the MiKTeX package manager. It will take about 5 minutes until this
is finished. Maggi Memoir Thesis This template uses the memoir document class to beautifully typeset a
thesis. The main text column contains examples of coloured boxes, lists, code listings, figures, tables,
equations, referencing, theorems and more to serve as a reference to cover every possible use case for your
own content. A thesis will typically include a review of the current state of research in the field of interest
followed by a central hypothesis to investigate further. As such, it has an air of efficiency and optimal design.
LaTeX Templates Theses An academic thesis, also known as a dissertation, is a substantial work produced by
a graduate student to communicate their research and earn a degree. Classicthesis Typographic Thesis This
template has been designed as a homage to the elements of typographic style. Use the MiKTeX console to
refresh the package index. Currently, the template does not support any, but it used to support SVN. The
layout of the content is in a thin format to promote easy reading and the template features advanced
specification of margins and trimming. See english.


